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The spatial distribution of the floating potential of an isolated
probe between electrodes in combustion plasma at passing a
current is experimentally investigated. It is found out that the
spatial distribution of the bulk plasma potential is a linear function
of a coordinate at small currents. The linearity is broken with
increase in the current. The theoretical analysis of the passage
of a current in thermal plasma is carried out. The conditions for
a violation of the Ohm's law are established. It is shown that
equilibrium is maintained if there are enough the charge carriers
formed as a result of both the ionization by collisions in plasma and
the exchange processes on the interface to maintain the necessary
intensity of a current. Otherwise, there occurs the additional
ionization of plasma atoms, and the equilibrium functions are not
applicable.

Experiment
The experimental study was carried out with the use
of a three-slot burner supplemented by the system
of electrodes and a device providing the motion of a
probe. The burner is supplied with other device injecting
fluid

hallmarks, which

has allowed us

to inlet

the

admixture, potassium, as a water solution of potash in
the beforehand mixed propyl hydride  air flame. The
potential difference was supplied to electrodes (Fig. 1),
and the current in the circuit was measured (the left
electrode is grounded). The probe signal was filed by a
high-resistance (

Introduction

Rin = 1010 ) compensative recorder.

4

Electrodes were steel plates of 10

cm in size

and 0.5 cm in thickness. The distance between the

L = 10

A combustion plasma contains a gas at atmospheric

electrodes

pressure with the admixture of an alkaline metal and,

with thermoelectric couples for the check of temperature.

in some cases, the particles of combustion products. The

The temperature of electrodes was changed with the

collision ionization of the admixture happens at the gas

parameters of a flame in the range 10001050 K (0.006

temperature of about 20003000 K, and the equilibrium

0.09 eV), which is approximately by 1.2 times less than

electron and ion densities are established. The ionization

the mean temperature of the flame which was equal

rate in such a system exceeds the diffusion rate of

to 1200 K (

charge carriers. Therefore, the equilibrium distribution

strand of 0.2 mm in diameter and 3 mm in length. The

functions [1],

probe was made of steel, so that the work function of

e + e
 e
;
ni = i exp i
;
(1)
kT
kT
can be used, where e
= 2(me kT=2~2)3=2 is
the
effective
density
of
electron
states,
i =
gi (mi kT=2~2)3=2 is the effective density of ion states,
e andi are, respectively, the chemical potentials of
electrons and ions,  is the electric potential with respect
to the bulk plasma potential 'pl [2].
The sum ' = 'pl +  is the measurable potential. For
ne = e exp

example, the floating potential of a probe in the plasma

'f = 'pl + b , where b is the potential barrier on the

0.1

cm. The electrodes were supplied

eV). The electric probe was a steel

electrons was identical for all electrodes. Prior to the
measurement, the probe was heated up to a steadystate temperature, and only after that the recording
of probe's floating potential was started by the highresistance recorder.
The results of measurements of the floating potential
of

the

probe

'f

in

a

gap

between

electrodes

are

submitted in Fig. 2. It is seen that, outside the layer of
space charge near the electrode,

'f

is a linear function

of the coordinate at small currents, and

d'f =dr linearly

depends on the current intensity. With increase in the

equilibrium

'f (r) ceases to be linear.
The floating probe potential 'f = 'pl + b , and, if the
potential barrier b is constant, the distribution shown

distribution functions are valid if the plasma is perturbed

in Fig. 2 corresponds to the spatial distribution of the

by an electric current.

bulk plasma potential

is

plasmaprobe boundary.
of

In

the present paper, we elucidate, in the

a

combustion

176

plasma,

whether

the

case

current, the function

'pl .
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Fig. 1. Arrangement of electrodes in a flame

Theoretical Analysis

Fig. 2. Spatial distribution of the probe's floating potential
between electrodes, 'left = 0 V:  'right = 0 V, I = 0:01 A;
 'right = 1 V, I = 0:85 A;  'right = 10 V, I = 1:70 A; 
'right = 1 V, I = 0:62 A;  'right = 10 V, I = 0:91 A.
1

Two mechanisms of charge transfer in a plasma in the
absence of a magnetic field are regarded: diffusion and
drift in an electric field,

je = be (kT rne

ene r') ;

(2)

ji = bi (kT rni + eni r') ;
where

be

and

bi

(3)

are, respectively, the electron and ion

mobilities.
Taking into account the electron and ion densities
given by Eq. (1), Eqs. (2) and (3) yield

je = be [ne r(e + e)

(4)

(5)

and the sum of the

chemical potentials of components

,

a =

Eqs. (4) and (5) take the form

ji = bi ni rFpl
where

(6)

bi ni r(a + );

(7)

is the non-equilibrium parameter. We note that

= e'pl [2].

bi ni r (a

e'pl);
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is the electric conductivity of

It follows from Eq. (8) that the Ohm's law is satisfied
for the plasma provided that

r (a

e'pl ) = 0:

(9)

be small. It follows from Eq. (9) that this condition

er'pl = kT
Since

1 rn :
a

na

ni + na = NA

er'pl = kT

is constant, we get

1 rn :

na

ni

(10)

i

As seen from Fig. 2,
Therefore,

r'pl = const for small currents.

is a linear function, and

rni = nis L nio ;
where

This yields that the total current

jc = je + ji = (1=e) rFpl

 = e(be ne + bi ni )

the plasma.

corresponds to the relation

e'pl,

je = be ne rFpl ;

where

plasma. Thus, Eq. (9) is a condition for currents to

Since the electrochemical potential or Fermi level

e + i

5

When this condition is not satisfied, the Ohm's law

ene r ('pl + )] =

Fpl = e

4

ceases to be true, and there is no equilibrium in the

= be ne r(e e'pl);
ji = bi [ni r(i e) + eni r ('pl + )] =
= bi ni r(i + e'pl ):
of the plasma is

2

3

(11)

L =10 cm is the distance between electrodes, nis
nio

is the ion density near the right-hand electrode, and
(8)

is the ion density near the left-hand electrode.
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The surface ion density is defined by the Saha
Langmuir equation [3]

It

W I
nis gi
=
exp
;
nas ga
kT
where

W

(12)

is the electrode work function and

I

is the

ionization potential of admixture atoms.
The

ion

density

electrode can
density

n0

be

near

the

grounded

approximated by

the

left-hand

unperturbed

which is defined by the Saha equation

n0 2
gi
I
=
2
e exp
= KS :
na0
ga
kT
'pl

"

(13)

 K 1=2 #
W I
kT gi
S
max
jr'pl j = eL g exp kT
;
NA
a
where we took into account that

na



combustion plasma at a temperature of

NA

 1015 cm

NA

1200

(14)

in the
K and

eV, and

gi
exp WkT I = 9;
ga

 K 1=2
S

NA

(15)

If one requires that the gradient be greater than
the value given by (15), the existing density of charge
carriers cannot provide it. In this case, there occurs the
additional ionization of the plasma, and the equilibrium
distribution functions are not applicable, what is seen in
Fig. 2 (curve

178

5).

performed

analysis

that

if

the

are applicable to the plasma, they also remain applicable
upon the passage of a current through the plasma
if the densities of charge carriers are sufficient. The
equilibrium current is restricted by the ion density
generated as a result of the ionization by collisions in
the plasma and the surface ionization at the interface.
sufficient for the passage of a current, the equilibrium is
maintained. Otherwise, the additional ionization of the
a current, and the equilibrium distribution functions are
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= 3  10 7;

jr'pl jmax = 0:09 V=cm:

the

not applicable.

3 . For these

I = 4:3
W = 4:6 eV, we have

parameters, the ionization potential
the work function

from

admixture atoms is necessary to provide the passage of

near the right-hand electrode is

the admixture density

follows

equilibrium distribution functions of electrons and ions

If the amount of the ions generated by both processes is

Thus, Eqs. (10)(13) yield that the maximum value
of the gradient

Conclusion

Ðåçþìå
Åêñïåðèìåíòàëüíî äîñëiäæåíî ïðîñòîðîâèé ðîçïîäië ïëàâàþ÷îãî ïîòåíöiàëó içîëüîâàíîãî çîíäà ìiæ åëåêòðîäàìè â ïëàçìi
ïðîäóêòiâ çãîðÿííÿ â óìîâàõ ïðîòiêàííÿ ñòðóìó. Âèÿâëåíî, ùî
äëÿ ìàëèõ ñòðóìiâ ðîçïîäië ïëàçìîâîãî ïîòåíöiàëó ¹ ëiíiéíîþ
ôóíêöi¹þ êîîðäèíàòè. Çi çáiëüøåííÿì ñòðóìó ëiíiéíiñòü ïîðóøó¹òüñÿ. Ïðîâåäåíî òåîðåòè÷íèé àíàëiç ïðîòiêàííÿ ñòðóìó
â òåðìi÷íié ïëàçìi. Âèçíà÷åíî óìîâè ïîðóøåííÿ çàêîíó Îìà.
Ïîêàçàíî, ùî ðiâíîâàãà çáåðiãà¹òüñÿ, ÿêùî íîñi¨â çàðÿäó, ÿêi
óòâîðþþòüñÿ âíàñëiäîê óäàðíî¨ iîíiçàöi¨ â ïëàçìi òà çà ðàõóíîê
îáìiííèõ ïðîöåñiâ íà ìåæi ïîäiëó ôàç, ¹ ó äîñòàòíié êiëüêîñòi,
ùîá çàáåçïå÷èòè íåîáõiäíó âåëè÷èíó ñòðóìó. Ó ñóïðîòèâíîìó
âèïàäêó âiäáóâà¹òüñÿ äîäàòêîâà iîíiçàöiÿ àòîìiâ ïëàçìè i ðiâíîâàæíi ôóíêöi¨ íå çàñòîñîâíi.
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